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Winter Weekend
Plans Completed
Final plans for the winter week*

Coming Convo Gorin Performs
Features Duvall In Artist Series
On Marriage Recital Tonight

Theater Begins Work
On Shaw ’s d iscip le/
Progresses Rapidly

end at Rib Mountain, just outside
of Wausau, are now being complet
ed. It is limited to 142 student*
this year.

Busses will l^ave the college Frt*
day night after supper, February
2, and will return the following
Sunday afternoon. The winter week
end, which traditionally falls on
the weekend after the first semes
S
the ante-room of the main assem
ter examination period, will offer
bly hall where the trial takes place,
students and faculty the needed
and scene four is the trial cham
rest after examinations with a var
ber. This is furnished in the plush
iety of winter sports including ski
royal tradition, as it is the royal
ing, skating, and toboganning.
s e ^ of King George. The * final
Evelyn Millin Duvall, educator,
scene is outdoors, with the main
Igor Gorin, one of the nation's
The total cost of the trip is ex
author, lecturer and counselor in
prop being a gallows.
leading
baritones,
will
perform
at
pected
to be approximately $8 or
“ The Devil's Disciple/ a satiric
Rehearsals are scheduled to get marriage and family life, will be
comedy by the late George Ber-!
J"*” " ' * * ! __
the Lawrence Memorial chapel to $9. and will include all breakfasts,
____» c L . . . ...¡H i_________ ,ul1 «win* the week after
the speaker for the weekly convo
Hard Shaw, will be presented by the
night. His appearance is sponsored the Saturday night banquet, bus
examinations, Cloak added. As
Lawrence college theater on March soon as a stage manager is nam  cation program on Thursday, Feb
by the Lawrence Artist Series. The fare, the big party Saturday night
9. 9 and 10. Work on the play is ed, set construction will begin, ruary 8, at the first meeting after
program is scheduled for 8:30 p.m. and lodgings. Lunches may be pur
progressing rapidly, according to
and a call for crews will be is the semester examinations. No
Gorin was born in the Ukraine chased at the gill for a nominal
director F. Theodore Cloak. Trysued at that time.
convocations will be held during
Outs have been held, and the cast
and came to this country after re fee. A dollar and a half per day
the examination period.
will be charged for use of the ski
will be chosen within a few days.
ceiving musical training there. His
tow. Each person should bring his
Mrs. Duvall was graduated from
The sets have been constructed by
first
engagement
was
on
the
Roxy
own sheets and towels.
John Ford Sollers, who is heading
the University of Syracuse, Van 
Chaperons for the trip will be
derbilt university and Northwest Music hall variety program. The
the staging of the play.
Miss Laydon, Miss Ballou, Miss
ern university with degrees in
“ This is the first time in five
Schowalter, Miss Laduron, Mr.
years, with the exception of
home economics, biology and so
Stewart, Mr. Rowe. Mr. Reed and
‘Hamlet.’ ” said Cloak, “that more
cial work. She did graduate study
Mr. (Chief) Kuester.
in education at the teachers colthan one stage setting Is belngS
Excellent facilities are offered to
used. In this play there are five
■
■ i
m
e
i*e* e °f Columbia university and
all students. In the main lounge
received her Ph. D. degree in huarts.'* Hie sets are known as
there is a repair shop, a first-aid
m an development from the Univer
“minimum scenery” which can be
station, and a large lounge v'ilh
sity of Chicago.
easily and rapidly shifted during
many fire places to w arm cold
Teaching positions have been
the play.
On February 22. one of the
skiers. Skis m ay also be rented
The production is the story of year's top honors for Lawrence held by Mrs. Duvall at Indiana un
by the hour for no additional cost.
the American Revolution through women will be presented to four iversity, Iowa State college. North
There is a skating rink near the
western
university
and
the
Univer
the eyes of the late author, and is senior girls. N am ed “ Best Loved"
dorm and a toboggan slope near the
yacked with satirie observations of their class, they will receive sity of Tennessee. She is now ex
hill. There are two ski tows and
ecutive secretary of the National
•bout the early American point their awards and dance the minu
seven ski trails of varying difficul
Council on Family Relations and
view and of General Burgoyne et. garbed in the colonial costumes
ty ranging from novice to expert
has served as director and coun
and his British Redcoats.
of George and Martha Washington selor for the Association for F a m
plus a slope a block wide and three
Scene one is the cottage of the and Jam es and Dolly Madison. The u U v l
She hag acted as a ^
blocks for the beginners. Buses will
Dregeon family; it is a typical
run every half hour to and from
bf
T
el.V?
ti.?i'uh^
0r.Wi
l
source
leader
for
regional,
state
early American home, as is scene at the Elks Club. Election of these and ¡ocai activities of such agenthe hill which is four miles from
two. another cottage— the home of women will take place the week cieg ag the W r d s <rf-edu«attoo.
the dormitories. The girls will
Reverend John Anderson, a Pres fot. JWing exams, at which Minej councils of social agencies, coun
have 12:00 hours both nights.
byterian minister. The third set is banquet tickets will be on sale, icUg cf churches, P T A organizations
All this coupled with the dance
Any Lawrence w om an who gets and ^ome economics associations, Music hall job led to a 10 week and banquet Saturday night should
her ticket in time m ay attend.
^r s. Duvall is the author of N B C program, for which he went make for an enjoyable and active
Miss Margaret Cairncross Wells.!..Building Your Marriai?e ." “ Fam- to the popular “ Hollywood Hotel" weekend for everyone.
Dean of W om en at Carroll college ily Handbook,“ “ Keeping U p with radio hour, where he remained for
and a Lawrence alumna, will be Teen-Agers," “ Marriage is What
guest speaker at the affair. Mona You Make It," “ When You M ar three years. At the same time he
Jung Bauer, a last year “ Best Lov- ry." “ Leading Parent’s Groups" was under contract to M G M for
he
made
the
musical
Seniors pursuing honors work in ved,” will return to present brace and recently completed “ Family whom
Pictures borrowed from the pic
the field of science gave progress lets to this year's chosen four.
Living", a high school text book “ Broadway Meldoy of 19^8."
Freshmen women will be inform and “ The Facts of Life and Love
ture rental collection which are due
reports Wednesday in Science hall.
At the same time Gorin made his
to be returned at the end of the
E ach speaker gave a ten-minute ed about the twenty-seven year old — a Guide for Teen-Agers." She is
description of his project, and a tradition when Miss Marguerite aiso ^ e author of numerous arti concert debut, which he has fol semester m ay be turned in or re
Schumann, publicity writer and Cles and monographs on marriage lowed since. His concert repertoire newed on Tuesday and Wednesday
Short question period followed.
ranges from Handel, Hadyn and afternoons, January 23 and 24 from
Those speaking were John Lowe “ Best Loved" of 1944. speaks to and family life,
| she is associate editor of “ Mar- Mozart, through the great master- 1:30 to 5 p.m. at the Worcester
on “ Ecology of Beetles;“ Elwood them soon.
Committee heads for the event riage and Family Living." the of- works of the classical and roman Art center.
Borstman on “ Chemical Analysis
tic eras of such contemporaries as
At the same time the collection
Of Rocks;'* John Buss who des are: Joan Arado, favors; Wilma fjCiai publication of the National
cribed “ Photography of Fossils;“ Swanson, publicity; Jean Guion, Council of Family Living. Mrs. Du- Albert Hay Malotte. Rachmaninoff will be available for students who
and
Villa-Lobos.
Due
to
his
Slavic
wish to rent pictures. Anyone wish
Robert McCoy, “ Photobleaching of decorations; Barbara Boon, Bever vail served with Reuben Hill as
Riboflavin;“
Cathryn Mastersen, ly, Kivell and Barbara Utzerath. chairman of the Committee on heritage. Gorin is particularly fa ing to return a picture is asked te
Whose subject was “ Parasites of tickets; Pat Neil, flowers; Mary Dynamics of Family Interaction mous for his interpretation of the do so at this time; ^Paul Eaton
Miller,
bracelets; Beverly for the national conference on fam- rich Russian, Polish, Ukranian and will be on duty to take pictures at
Southern Wood Frogs;“ Allan Hal- Jane
the hours previously mentioned.
lock, “Examination of E^ill Cut Buchman, entertainment; and Sal- jjy living at the White House in Czech song literature.
tings:” and J&mes Sinclair, “Stud ly Spring and Joan Chapman, in- M ay 1948.
vitations.
| Many other national organizaies in Plant Anatomy.
—
■
'
[tioins occupy much of Mrs. D u 
Last week's Lawrentian incorrect
vall's time. She is affiliated with
ly stated that Professor M. M. Bo
the American Association of M ar
ber taught five summers at H o w 
riage
Counselors,
American In The Contributor editorial board
ard university. Actually, Bober
stitute of Family Relations, Child met Wednesday to make final
taught five summer sessions at Har
plans
for
this
semester's
publica
Study Association of America and
vard university. He also taught one
tion,
according
to
Bill
Morris,
edi
the National Committee on Par
ent Education. She is known as a tor. The publication date hasn't summer at the University of Wis
lecturer throughout the country been set as yet, but will be an consin and last summer at the UniIversity of Illinois
in
the
finals
in
Chicago
on
April
and her radio appearances include nounced soon.
For the first time in its history.
Lawrence college is officially en 20-21 against the best teams from America's Town Meeting of the
Air.
tered in the National Intercollegi the other seven zones.
The final round will be played at
Mrs. Duvall, who will speak on
ate bridge tournament. This is an
•nnuel contest in bridge in which the Blackstone hotel at which the marriage, is brought to the cam 
m en and women undergraduates |players will be guests. It is plan-1 pus through the Adult Education
Irom all parts of the country com |ned that the national Intercollegiate Council of Greater Chicago.
7:00
S C A Vespers
Friday. January 19
pete for a championship title and bridge tournament committee will!
Pres. Churf h
12:45
W R A Board
trophy awarded by the National In be present to welcome the players,
1:30
Aquafins
Alex G y m M onday, January 22
tercollegiate bridge
tournament a. a formal dinner preceding the
4:30
Band
Faculty Meeting
4:30
committee. “ But over and above finals and at presentation of the
Art Center
7:00
Greek Meetings
Its competitive aspect," says tour awards at the conclusion of the(
MH-»t
Artist Series— Igor Gorin
8: IS
SEC
Eta Sigma Phi, classical lan 8:30
nament director Ford L. Kenney, tournament.
Chapel Tuesday, January 23
“ the tournament is conceived bas There will be notices on the bul guage fraternity, recently elected
Basketball — Grinnell
12:45
L W A Council
ically as a friendly event in which letin boards, in the dorms, in Main several officers to fill vacanies left
There
D ean ' s Oif»ce
by
resignations.
Lynn
Casper
was
representative men and women hall and in the Union where those
M H 33
Saturday, January 20
4:30
S C A Cabinet
president;
Ann Leonard,
from campuses throughout the n a interested can sign up and indicate named
8:00-12:30
D G Winter Party
7:00
Orchestra
Joyce
Farley,
tion are brought together in a plea a preference for Saturday or Sun-, Vice-president;
Neenah Rec Center
Basketball — Beloit
There
day afternoon. All names must be Treasurer; and Dick Pelkey, Nunsant social atmosphere.
W ednesday, January 24
30
Sig E p Formal
9:00-12
There will be a series of intra in by Friday. The first round, to be tius correspondent. LaVerne Chris
Classes E n d
Masonic Tem ple
college duplicate bridge tourneys to held this weekend, will not be re toph will continue as secretary.
9:30-12:30
Pi Phi Pledge For Thursday. January 25
determine the eight players to play quired for eligibility, but every suc The group decided to send a del
E x a m s Begin
mal
Elks
the mail round on the campus. The ceeding round must be attended by egate to the national conventfon of
Friday, February 2
Basketball —Cornell
mail round will consist of a series those wishing to be considered for Eta Sigma Phi which will be held
There
Exam s End
in Lexington. Kentucky on April 1
of hands set up by the committee the finals.
Saturday, February 3
Sunday, January 21
Results
of
the
weekly
tourna
delegate
will
be
chosen
and
2.
The
which will be played, scored and
Winter W eekend
C h a m b er Music Recital
4:00
returned between February 18 and ments will appear in future issues at the next meeting on February
Con M onday, February 5
S4. From these scores and those of the Lawrentian. Vic Kaiser and 8.
8:00
LMSF
Meth. Church
5:30
Tentative plans for tbc coming
of other colleges in this zone will Phil Bernstein are directing the
year were also discussed.
be chosen the two best pairs to play tournament here at Lawrence.

To Use Five
Stage Sets
During Play

Recognized Authority
On Marriage, Family
Problems Is Author

Baritone Is Famous
For Interpretations
Of Slavic Melodies

VotingtobeHeld
For Bestloved
Feb. 22 Banquet to be
Held at the Elks Club

Wt

Science Seniors
Present Reports
On Honors Work

Turn in Pictures
By Semester End

Contributor Board
Sets Final Plans

College Enters Bridge
National Tournament

ßiU loasulL

Language Society
Elects Officers

I

Correction
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Conservatory
Next Features
Chamber Music
Students to Perform
Program of Works
For String Section
Conservatory students will give a
recital of chamber music on Sun
day, January 21, at 4 o’clock in
Peabody hall. The performance of
this music is part of the program
designed a few years ago to fam 
iliarize more students with cham
ber music and literature. As its
name implies, this music is not
intended to be played in a large
room. It is more successful when
played in a small hall which is in
keeping with the intimate nature
of the music.
The following selections
will
m ake up the recital program:
Short Lyric Sonata, op 48 — Al
ec Rowley
Allegro tranquillo
Joan Frasher, violin
Helene Pratt, piano
Quintet, op. 114 —— Schubert
Andante
Scherzo, presto
Luunne Gewinner, violin
Joan Mraz, viola
Arlyn Wapp, cello
George McNeil, bass
Alice Wanner, piuno
Trio, op. 29 — Vincent d ’Indy
Modere
Searl Pickett, clarinet
Celia Koch, cello
Patricia Manchester, piano

Exam Schedule
Final examinations begin on Thursday, January 25, and end on
Friday, February 2. Except for the places indicated in parentheses
below, examinations in Music, which are given at the Conserva
tory, and for occasional exceptions that will be announced in the
classroom, all examinations will be given at the Campus G y m 
nasium. Morning sessions begin at 8:30 and end at 11:30 and
afternoon sessions begin at 1:30 and end at 4:30.

30% Off

<33!* R.P.M.)

FREE C O M P L E T E C A T A L O G
A N D TR ICE L IS T
Write To:

Record Horen, Inc. Dept. C)
5*0 Went 48th Street.
N ew York 19, W. Y.

the only T l l X E D O
with tO O X
COMFORTI

W A K N E R BROS.

RIO Theatre

APPLETON

Thursday, January 25

STAETS TODAY1

a.m.

Biology 1, Chemistry 41, German 41, History 31, Mathe
matics 11B, Mathematics 37, Psychology 11C, Religion
23. Music 1A. IB
p.m. Chemistry 31, Economies 25, French 21B, Geology 21,
Latin 21, Mathematics 21B, Spanish IB, Spanish 11A,
11D; Spanish 21A, 21B, 21C
Friday, Jannary 26
a.m. Biology 23, Freshman Studies, all sections; Religion 21,
Speech 11A (at Main Hall); Music 21A, 21B
p.m. Economics 33, English 11A. 11B. 11C, 11D, 11E, 11F, 11G,
11H; Greek 13, Greek 23, Italian 9, Philosophy 31,
Philosophy 35

• NOW PLA YIN G • ’

Saturday, January 27
am.

Biology 3, Chemistry 11, Drama 31, Economics 13A, 13B;
French 21 A, Mathematics 41
p.m. Art 23 (at Worcester Center); Biology 25. Chemistry 21,
Dramatics 11, Economics 21, Education 31, English 31,
Government 11, Latin 1, Physics 21, Psychology 11D
Monday, January 29
a.m. Anthropology 35, French 1A, IB. 1C; French 11A, 11B,
11C; German 1A, IB, 1C; German 11A, 11B; Government
41
p.m. Biology 33, History 1, History 11, Mathematics 21A,
Physics 31; Psychology 13 (at Main Hall): Spanish 31,
Speech 21, Music 31A, 31B
Tuesday, January 30
a.m. Mathematics !A. IB. 1C; Philosophy 15, Philosophy 33,
Psychology 25. Psychology 41, Spanish 51
p.m. Biology 51, Economics 11A, 11B, 11C, 1ID; Economics
31. Spanish 1A, 1C
Wednesday, January 31
a.m. History 51, Mathematics 11A, Mathematics 33. Religion
11A, 11B, 11C, 11D; Spanish 11B, Music Education 21
p m . Art 1 (at Worcester Center); Economics 61, English 41,
Geology 1, History 3, Latin 11, Physics 41, Psychology
21, Religion 31

BUY YARNS
DIRECT FROM M ILL
AND

a.m.
pm .

Economics 41, Education 21, English 51, Government 45,
Psychology 11A , Music 23
Anthropology 13A, 13B; Biology 53, Chemistry 1A, IB;
Drama 41, French 31, German 21, Greek 3, History 21

Friday, February 2
a.m.

Art 29 (at Worcester Center); Economics 51, English
53, Geology 41, Government 21, Mathematics 31, Phil
osophy 13,, Philosophy 19, Psychology 11B, Psychology
23. Speech 11B (at Main Hall); Music 3, Music 43,
Music Education 41
p.m. Biology 21, Drama 21, English 21. German 51, History
41, Philosophy 11A, 11B; Physics 11A, 11B

SAVE!

Appleton Woolen Mills Retail
South Oneida Bridge

Columbia "45 RPM" and "LP"

Records and Albums

Thursday, February 1

Just Received:
Sentimental Journey......................................Les Brown
Dixie by Dorsey........................................Jimmy Dorsey
Irving Berlin............................... Kostelanetz Orchestra
Carle Comes Calling
Many other Favorites Now Available on 45's.

Meyer -Seeger Music Co.

Why Pay More!

Long Playing Records

at Sacred Heart Church of Apple
ton. The prpfram and text come*
from the Extension Department et
the University of Ottawa, Canada.
The diocussion group, led by tho
Reverend
W.
E.
Staudenmetr
A nine-week course in prepara
meets
on
Monday
nights
from 7:30
tion for marfiage is currently be
ing offered to girls over eighteen to 9.

Church Sponsored
Marriage Course
Is Held Currently

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
W IT H

DRY CLEANING
SERVICE
a£

Oùdft^kccn<ü P/uax

A

C O N V E N IE N T

*0VlDE*Ci

POSTAL SUBSTATION
FOR BUSY STUDENTS

222 E. Cottage

Ay«.

For Thot In-Between Class-Time Snack
Why Not Stop At

LARSON'S PIE SHOP
For Brownies, Elephant's Ears,
Pies and Coffee

326 E. College

5<MMM Loungt a / Acquino* UtlI

Provid»net Collegi
Prm U t mct, R . / .

• lighter weight

• smarter style
• casual lines

Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
—or just killing time between
classes — the Student Lounge of
Arquinas Hall at Providence Col
lege is one of the favorite places for
a rendezvous. At the Student
Lounge, as in college campus
haunts everywhere, a frosty bottle
of Coca-Cola is always on hand for
the pause that refreshes—Coke

From

$55.0o
We Hove
o

Complete
Rental
Service

Coke

SNIDERS

belongs.
Ask J ot it either way . . . both
traJe-marks mean the same thing.

OPEN FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS

tOTTUD (•»— •»

of tuc r r v *.<■<-'' *

*V

■au H . S.A LLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COM PANY

i

8. Mala

Oskkosfa. W I&

Feb. 10 English Majors'
Outside Reading Tested

Because of the large number at

The following statement has
made by Howard Troyer,
sor of English: The second and
final opportunity for all junior
English majors to satisfy the out
side reading requirements will be
offerrd on Saturday, February 10,
in room 22. from 1:30 to S p.m.

YOUR BEST BET
IS LAUNDERETTE
SELF - SERVICE LAUNDRY

* Complete Drying 8«
ir Coarteom, efficient

provided the entertainment for the
group last Sunday. Hot chocolate
and donuts were served in the
Kappa Delta rooms upon return of
the club at 4:30.
Newman club members have al
so participated twice in the daily
rosaries over station W N AM , broad
cast each evening at 9:45, and will
take part again in the near future.
Because of the winter weekend,
the communion breakfast original
Two members of the m athem atics departm ent were stopped ly scheduled for Sunday. February
, m om entarily in this picture taken at last Frid ay's W R A Barn 4, will be canceled until a later
dance. They are Ju le H orschak, instructor in m athem atics and date.

LABN DEKETTB A L S O SPECIALIZES Ifit
Bara (ap to • lb*.). Bed Spreads. Blanket«, PSlow».
W e Pick Up aad Deliver

HOURS: Daily t a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Friday till • p.m.

Toboggan Party Held
At Sunday Meeting
Newman club members have
mixed business with pleasure in
the last several weeks, electing
new officers at their meeting on

January 7 and taking time off to
enjoy a Sunday afternoon toboggan
party on January 14.
Charles Feuerstein was elected
president at the January 7th meet
ing to succeed Joan Jansen. Others
elected to office include Jean Lor
enz, vice president; Martha Cluverius, recording secretary; Jane
Glosser, corresponding secretary;
Jim Lunney, treasurer and Rose
Appel, social chairman.
An afternoon of tobogganing at
Dyne's Country club at Hortonville

GEN ERAL
O FFICE
SUPPLY

LEE’S LAUNDERETTE

JOHNSON SAYS:

W E LEAD —
OTHERS FOLLOW

NO SHOES ARE TOO FAR GONE
FOR US TO FIX 'EM *
Perhaps they look hopeless to you. But don't throw them awayt
Drop in and let us take a look. Chances are they can be made
to look like new ior additional months of wear.

HAT CLEANING — SHOE SHINING

School Supplies
of oil kinds
214 E. College

Evenings

lit W . Calls«« Are.
Dial «-1«1
• LEE SILVTNSKI, Pré», *

"Jeb" Stew art, associate professor of m athem atics.

Newman Club
Elects Officers
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students involved. It will be necesto make this a written exam-

5 H O R
123 E. College A t*.

Make

REIHUILDEUS
We Coll end Deliver

O M 4-263*

the tobacco m o w ers

MIL0NESS TEST T0IISELF...
YES.. »Compare

Chesterfield with the brand you’ve
been smoking . . . Open a p a c k . . . enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
A n d —tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfields—prove they do smoke milder, and they
leave NO (IN PL LA S i NT AI 77:7?. 7/1S TE.

TERFIELD
fcire» WH. fcMMi à **'•» ft

LEADING

SELLER

m

CO LLEG ES
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Now Is Time for Formals,
Winter Parties, Pinnings

us and hope that -everyone will Texas • rangers were etffl getting
come through with a two point be- their men dead or alive. He twirled
cause of It.
his shinin* Hopakmg Cassidy si*.
Phi Delta Theta
shooters as we talked. The courage
T he Iron door fell on Air Force and m arksm anship of his bunch
enlistments last week. Informed were still up to standards, he re
sources in military circles report- ported. Just to show us that the
ed the need for m en to cope with rangers have as good an eye

as

the world situation. A wave of spe- their forefathers at the A la m o , he

culation ran through the minds of flipped a coin in the air and shot
B Y T H E C L IP P - O R B
Law rence males concerning their a hole clean through it. H e said
girl* chased the boys. to be seen and heard “ W o o « linAround and 'round the mulberry bush the
part in the world conflict. In the that Silver would do som e m ath
the boys chased the girls, they screamed at the weasel which bit the land.
last w a r fellows could slip across problems if w e wanted, but w e
monkey, w h o chased the boy . . , and h o w are all of you socialites this
“ pinetop” M otchm an is sporting
were late for class and h ad to
w eek . . . and w h o cares (that little children was a note of sarcasm a n d ’a n
Diano “ V a m p in g ” board and the border and join the Canadian
- ______1 - . . . . .
n ;
D U i ' «
a w m a I
t hin
that little ___
weasels
was trite). But the Pi
Phi’s are having aa Iformal
this wood • black. “ After six" Guerin un  Air Force — now it is different. shove off.
Saturday. W h o was it that said everything was relative? M o n k e y ’s veiled one of the new type “ tele The border patrols are on the alert Delta Gamma
swing by their tails (and this is a long one) and are our relatives (accord phone mufflers’* (with semi-hard with savage dogs. N o one can
“ M a hasauizete um in hasaurous
get through.
.
, .
.
ing to Darw in ) which brings us dow n to Igor Gorin w h o sings not rubber mouthpiece). A
certified
There are still several opportuni- (eP* ^ s 8 US* ° P ° U sus k®* ophavizei,
•wings, and how are you, M r. Orr?
Wilson
“ Shoat”
is
“ Fatback”
ties open as w e go to press. T he kai opov kgeptai di-opeissousi kal
“ Fine M r. Clippinger, but this will not pass by Mr. Arbuthnot!”
M arth’s prize.
Turkish secret police are taking kgeptousiv. O p o u gap esti o kasau“ Formal tonight, aren’t w e ? "
A report from the “ pits” tells
enlistments as are the Texas R a n  pos sav, ekel espai kai a kapdia.’*
“ Yes, and the Sigs will be this Saturday.”
m e S ch w a b ’s one and a half pound
gers. Both of these deals deserve
“ Clever, you fiend!"
brick of m ushroom spaun is doing
Seeing that this is supposedly a
M a y w e say something . . . then w e will. This column is supposedly
attention:
nicely and that “ Clairvoyance”
T h e Turkish spy has a reputation Greek column, we are throwing in
concerned with .ctivl.ie. of the G r e e k , and little will the world care £ £
h; ™ „
, b, „
aU over the world. H e has m a n y !a little Greek — just for a novelty,
whether the T c x m Ranger, take ao-and-io, w hen and how, n o w and dr, „ . tl .
(h bow 1inE season,
qualities that m ake him an excel-. Having recuperated enough from
then. etc. T he world situation is really tough, w e do agree, but w e read p h . Kii„
Tau
lent m an to have around; he knows Christmas vacation, our annual
enough of that outside of this column. —- M a y w e drop a gentle hint
There w as a visitor at M u chap
how to m ak e his own rifle flints,!winter party is on the docket for
that w e do not encourage editorials under fraternity news?
ter during the past week. This per
he can m ak e accurate animal imi-!this weekend. At eight o'elock SatM a y w e drop something else?
son
was
T
o
m
Athey
from
the
cenChuck “ Hairy Chest’ Reitinger to
ta tions to fool the enem y if sur- urday nite, .busses will pick up DelT here arc columns for columnists Joan Bonneville and Jim
“ W idejtral office. H e was on his
way
rounded, he is trained in the ways ta G a m m a s and dates, guests and
and w e ’ll be blessed (yes, w e will) Shoulders” Haight to Joyce Her- around the nation m aking the rouof invisable ink for secret corres- guest’s dates in front of Sage a n d
ried.
This
was
the
straw
that
broke
tine
check
on
the
various
chapters
it w e ’ll print anymore columns like
pondence, but above all he has the head for the N ee n a h recreation centhe camels back. Seven men in of old Phi Tau.
O R I E N T A L M I N D . H e strikes fear ter for an evening of tobaggoning,
this lead, and the D .G .’s are hav
Chuck Muehlhauser left Saturday
into the minds of all who oppose skating, dancing, etc. O n e o’clock
ing a winter party this Saturday. little over a w eek pinned! It looks
as though the battle is on girls. It’s to spend 27 months with Uncle S a m his cause. Enlistment qualifications |will see us returning, tired a n d
W e love you all,
and his A r m y . As he left the house,
your
fight.
*
*
*
are varied.
•
happy — and in a few cases, slighthe said he would see us back at
Alpha Chi Omega
• n d this brings us to D a n , Cupid
T he recruiting officer for the ly bruised — our little faces flowW e railroaded the m ove to re- Lawrence in September of 1953 — Texas rangers w as riding through ing in appreciation-of-the-great outthat is! Pinned this week were
Clarence “ Sonny” Meltz and Jo m ove the Christmas tree from the »i not before. Jim Danielson left town a few days ago and w e had of doors or something. A n y w a y , it
Koch. J im Haight and Joyce Her- rooms through the meeting last for^he service January 5th.
a nice sociable chat with him and sounds like a great time. See you
ried. Dick Kaecher and Lola Whit- M o nd ay night despite bitter fac PI Beta Phi
his horse. Silver. H e said that the there!
Last week w e observed January
more and Chuck Reitinger and tions in favor of keeping said decJoan
Bonneville.
En ga ged were oration. Reasons in favor of leav- 9th in honor of Carrie C h a p m a n
L y n Cox and Jean Wilson.
:ing it lay were: (1) the hum ane Catt, a Pi Phi who is well known
Delta T a n Delta
¡faction which felt morally and eth- and praised for her work in w o m a n
Last w eek when your Delt re- ically stricken about vacating a suffrage.
Social chairm an Pat Gould and
porter w as at the office of the lo-jwell - bred family of field mice
eal constabulary, checking on some which had claimed squatter’s right Joan Kienitz are m aking plans for
of the more prominent members, in the midst of a cluster of gold or- our pledge formal which will be
he stumbled on something most naments. T he family had the prop- held on January 20 at the Elks
startling. It seems that there was er recommendations — did not dis-jclub.
a m a n by the n am e of Subpoena, or turb neighboring families and did Alpha Delta PI
something like that at Sage a while not disturb neighboring families | T he week was brightened by the
ago. H e represents someone by the and did not keep a dog, altho the reappearance of Fifi Radtke, our
n a m e of Adj. General, who works family clause in this case w as president, who has recovered from
for some inconspicuous corporation grossly violated. (2) The aesthetic a semester-long Illness,
called the United States A rm y . Del-faction which was loathe to part! T he couches have been removed
ving deeper Into the dispute I found with the obvious Picasso-like ab-,from the rooms for recovering,
that the mystery w as other events straction of this piece of nature, t Good luck to Buzzy w ho is now
In the Delt Shelter, sometimes This group was especially trouble- in the infirmary after an operation,
know n as the basement with a two some, adopting the “I think that I Sigma Phi Epsilon
"TH E SLU E RIBBON BREAD”
(3)j N e w officers were elected: presstory roof. Here are the particu- shall never see” party line.
The science cult who decided that ident, John Hollingsworth; vicela rs:
Mr. General states in clear pre-'a few year's sheddings of pine nee-1 president, Neal Marshall; historian
rise A r m y language the point in dies on the sam e spot might form Dick Sell; guard. Bill Peterson; sedispute.
“ Wherefore under code a productive top soil. This group, nior marshall, T o m W a rre n ; junior
N o 731899 of m e m o PJ47A-17 the incidentally, was also composed of marshall,
B ob
Bohl;
party (not to be confused with a'the clean-up committee, namely chairmen, M a rk Else and B ob
social function as explained in sec- pledges, and w e find their attitude H a m m e rs o n ;
rushing
chairmen,
tion 43, page 216 of the Articles of not entirely scientific. (4) The “ w e!Dick Krueger and Kermit KnudW a r» of the first part cannot will-jjust like to look at it” m em bers,Isen; comptroller, Don Sturtevant;
fully, knowingly, maliciously or oth- who in two more days will be view-'stewardt. Bill Nitzche; house and
erwise hinder, impair, break down ing strings of lights hanging tena-;grounds chairman, Don Ruppln.
or destroy any part, section, clause ciously to a skeletal framework,
Kappa Delta
or statement of the Selective Ser-j Other news of import this week
Last M onday at one of our regu
vice Proclamation of the President includes a bridal shower given lar cultural programs w e were hapof the United States, which has Saturday for D e e Long who w e py to 4iave Miss Anne Jones speak
been authorized on SSS form No. 2 will hate to see leave in February, to us. H e r talk w as of particular
approved by the Budget Bureau and preparations for a winter par- interest to the pledges because the
N o 33-R100-18-5546-1.” M r. General ty.
topic was “ Studying for Final E x 
contends that the residents of Sage Beta Theta PI
a m s ” , with particular emphasis on
have been doing Just this in regard* Though Christmas has passed, freshman studies. W e all appreci
to the minds and bodies of Delt!the effect of Santa's visit is still ate the time Miss Jones gave to
m anhood, upon which the govern- — ■■■
——
m ent has a prior claim.
In an exclusive interview with
som e of the higher-ups at Sage this
reporter got the following com m ent
in reply to Mr. General. “ Nuts.”
ond up
I think that the whole action was
touched off by the pinnings of

THE ELMTREE BAKERY
Bakers of Salt Rising Bread

S T U D E N T ’S . . .

LIGHT NOONDAY LUNCHES
SODAS • SUNDAES * SOFT DRINKS

So Personal . . .
Happy-90 lucky
•mpor-

SERVING BREAKFAST al 8:16 A. M.
COSMETICS
PRESCRIPTIONS

Marx Jewelers
212 E. Collag« A r*,

VOIGT’S
134 K. Collet« Arm.

COOOYIAR
Will
COMSTRIKTIOM

DRUG
STORE
1161. College Ave.
Appleton, W it.
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StudentGroup
Adopts Principle

The Lawrentian 5

known to the student executive com Phi M a Alpha
The following m en have been
mittee Monday night.
Briefly stated, the declaration is: elected to fraternity offices for the
“ W e believe in liberal arts: educa coming year: national councilman
tion to develop the individual for and president, Jack Zei; vice-pres
the better life, within self, within ident, Chan Harris; alumni secre
society.” Although a more com tary, Charles Feuerstein; secreta
plete statement was approved, it ry, Art Becker; treasurer, Don
was suggested that this summary Vollstedt; historian, Eric Stokes;
could be gotten across quickly, and warden, Charles Crowder; faculty
advisor, Mr. Hollinger.
A declaration of principles which could be publicized.
was adopted by the Midwest Con
ference of Liberal Arts students at
its recent meeting here was m ade

Declaration Revealed
To SEC Delegates

lemfic Values!

RICHMOND
CLEANERS

S f ALDING and GREGG

Hickory Skis

Dial 4-4234

Toboggans

108 S. Oneida

Episcopal Women
Sponsor Lectures

To All Gilbert & Sullivan Fans -

Once again the annual lecture
series sponsored by the W o m en ’s

Farr's Melody Shop now has a complete stock of D'Oyly

6 and 7 ft. * 4 M AC
Reg. 20.95

8 ft. Size C1£ DC
Reg. 23.95

Values
to 4.5«

Carte recordings* on the London label.

Society of the Episcopal church
and presented by professors from

They Include:

Lawrence is under way. Friday,
January 12, Craig Thompson, as

H.M.S. Pinafore
The Mikado
Pirates of Penzance
The Gondoliers

sociate professor of English, dis
cussed the principal ideas of Eras
mus on society and culture, and
their importance today. Previously,
Chester J. Hill associate professor

PondSportShop

Trial By Jury
Ruddigore

Ton’ll always find the most complete line W

Yeomen of the Guard

top grade ski equipment at Ponds.

* All 33 Vi R.P.M. — $11.90 each

of psychology spoke to the group
on language.

GENUINE GREGG

1S3 E. COLLEGE AVE.

DIAL S-1S56

the pleats are there to stay
in our new PLEATED NYLON

22.95
another Prange first by
Debby of California
The wonder dress of the year!

Mallinson's butterfly nylon

fashions this pert and pretty dress with its neat, neat collar,
short sleeves. . . and PE R M A N E N TL Y pleated skirt! A N D
it washes in a wink . . . needs no ironing at all! See it

washed and ironed before your eyes tomorrow in our dress
department! In bright new Scottish red, gold, royal,
purple, green and navy. Sizes 12 to 18.
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.To Meet Three Opponents
The Press Box In Coming Five Nights
BY BILL FERGUSON

Last weekend was an encourag-jis the strongest ever was borne
jng all the way around for Law- ■
(,ut quite conclusively by the perrence athletic teama as it saw the formance
which
they
put on
Vikes pile up an impressive win in against Ripon. In dropping the
basketball, snow Ripon in wrest Ripon m en our boys lost only one
ling and lose by a narrow margin match and that was by a forfeit in
to Milwaukee Teachers in swim- the 130 pound clasa. Pinning per
ming.
Coach formances were turned in by John
John
Sines’ Anderson, Pat Curtin and Ken
men
really Lutx. The match with Beloit next
them- Tuesday should turn out to be very
proved
»elves to
be interesting in view of the fact that
s h arpshooters the Bucs are currently boasting an
In their tangle 1 1 game winning streak in dual
with
Coe and meet competition,
that is an en-l Congratualtions are in order to
couraffinr, sign swimmers George Coleman and
1
Lawrence1Tom Warren. George was a double
shooting aver- winner last week for the second
The indoor track season began
ages have nev- straight meet and Tom recently
Bill Fergaaaa cr
any real smashed the Lawrence College last week as coach A. C. Denney
records. The work of Ron M y e r s , record for the 200 yard breast issued his annual call for anyone
Sid Ward and Ron Ram m er stood stroke b* 15 seconds. He also was who can run. jump or throw. This
•out and if the keen-eyed shooting instrumental in the record breakwas not the formal beginning of
continues to prevail. Lawrence ‘ng performance of the medley re
practice but just a reminder to
fans can look forward to a inter- *ay team I®9* Saturday against the thinclads that regular practices
eating conclusion to the bucketbull M STC.
were not far off and it was time

IndoorTrack
Season Begins;
NeedMoreMen
Expect Better Team
Than Previous Ones;
Start on March 3

/ESblL

Grinnell, Cornell, Beloit
On Cagers' Schedule
By Check Rohe

tomorrow night, and Beloit next
The problem oi throttling two ofjTuesday the Vikings wU1 be tho
the highest scoring cagers in c o l - baUc,ub
lege basketball will confront L a w 
This evening the Vikes will at»
rence’s Vikings this week as they tempt to pet the damper on the
meet three conference opponents in scoring aapiratians of Grinneira
prolifie scaring aee, Dave Dun
the next five nights. In all three
contests, Grinnell tonight, Cornell

Hilltops, Bucs
Wrestlers Meet
In Next Week

lop, and Tuesday night the fab>
ulous Ron Bontempts of Beloit
will be the man the Blue and
White cagers will be out to stop.
Dunlop, who ranks as the na
tion's third leading scorer this
year, has outshone the brilliant
Bontempts thus far this season,
but once more Beloit will be the
Viking’s toughest opponent of
the year.

Dunlop is averaging better than

26 points a contest and has col

lected almost 900 points in two and
one-half years of varsity competi
to start getting in shape.
tion for the Pioneers. Only Scal
The fact that our nestling team I p ^ ¡ 5 ^ Q g l f j L O O V T I
A quick glance at the turnout of
lion of Washington college
and
athletes seems to indicate that the
Scotty Steagall of Miliikin rank
Vikes will probably have an indoor
above Dunlop in national individual
track team somewhat superior to
point totals.
the opes in the recent past. Per
However the Vikes will have more
haps the brightest prospect out of
The Lawrence college wrestling than Dunlop to contend with in tothe new candidates will be Sid Ward
!night’s struggle with the Pioneera.
who is quite a high jumper. Proof team will be attempting to garner
Bob Bigelow has been another con
of this is the fact that he now holds their second and third wins of
sistent scorer for the Scarlet and
the Lawrence College high jump!
.
. . ..
7 / °
, iyoung season tomorrow ana Tues Black and Bob Dibble, a sopho
record of 6 ft. 2V4 inches. Sid in ■
addition to Allen Hallock in the day. On Saturday the Vikes tangle more from Alabama, has develop
The Lawrence college wrestling
field should help considerably. Then with Marquette university in Mil- ed in the teams defensive ace.
team scored its first victory of the The Phi Delts, Delts and
Freyder, Dutton, Pokoj and Bond
Phi we have the old
standbys,
the dis- waukee rnd on Tuesday they trav1c&sl
t u r d y w h e n they do* i
»
v
will balance out a squad which
feated Ripon at Ripon 29-5. It was Taus ftU won fraternity league bas-|tance runners with which Lawrence el to
to grappie w jth the has won three of five conference

Expect Coach to Use
Regular Line-Ups
For Both Contests

Matmen Defeat As Contenders
Ripon by 29-5 On Greek Court
Take Every Class
In Season's Opener

Phi Taus, Phis, Delts
Win All Saturday's
Basketball Games

the first match o. the s . . « « football game, last Saturday be.,. « « .

C ?»CTl w°iTTle Hcie,ton s matmen- ing the Betas, Sig Eps and Inde- nerg led by Captain Bill Sievert

V*ndeni*

w c ^ ’ht cfisf in^whiYh thev were
respectively.
On
the consists of Don Helgeson, “ Bud"
entered. Rlpon’s five points coming strength of last Saturday’s activi- Inglis, Arden Horstmann, Wayne

tilts.
Tuesday night Coach Sines’ cag
ers will meet the basketball m a 
their first match of the season
gicians of the conference, Beloit's
when they defeated Ripon 29-5. Buccaneers,’
in
the Stateliners
w h ' ,her lh* Vikes are good, o r:fieldhouse. The Bucs will be shootwhether it was just that they hapfor their iifth straight victory
Last Saturday the Vikings won

«h e n they won the 130 pound class.ty. the Phi Delts and Delts loom
^
c
‘e “ n n c r s T
on forfeit. Lawrence won
one as powerful contenders as a result ¡o^er^'m u'ch^m rrrpl^ntiful' with
weight on a forfeit, the 123 pound of impressive victories
Dur Gautheir, Bill Cerny. John pened to meet a weak Ripon team
class. Tw o monogram winners and
Coach Phil Montross’ Phi Delts Gesser and Chuck Rohe. Lack of wlu be better known after these
one sophomore scored pins for the
*
WUI De Dtuer Known alter tnese
sprinters seems apparent as the
Vikes. Lettermen Pat Curtain and raced to a big early lead and won
next two matches.
44-26
only
prospect
in
view
is
Harry
Pat-i
Ken Lutz scored pins in the 157 easily over the Betas by
It is expected that Coach Hespound and 167 pound matches re-|count. Bob Recti led the way (or ' crs° n a" d Gauthier who must,
apectively. Soph John Anderson the winners In the scoring column.« 011 f up on o er even s.
c po o elton will stick with his regular
pinned his m an in the 147 pound In the other big game, the Delts « « * »
/
probably be line-up for both matches, that
Class
¡/ought off a vicious first half rally,0 “
B ' ^ 5oe a" d ,v lc ‘C“ ,ser .
1 would mean that Roger Taylor
The results:
by the Sig Eps and then went on
Thc V JJCS '¡fi11 s‘a,
indoor will go at 123 pounds, Ken Bauske
at 137 pounds, John Anderson at
123 pounds — Roger Taylor of to win in a rout. 45-27. Barqulst sc“ * ° " 0,1 ™ “ ar.ch ^ w “ i . a
,
147, pounds, Pat Curtain at 157
Lawrence won on forfeit
dumped in 16 points to pace the w ,h he
,
*1
130-pounds — Bill Shook of Ripon Delt hoopsters. He was followed by * iU also at,l!nd ,hc Midwest con-, pounda, Ken Luts at 1C7 pounds,
Don Reinicke at 177 pounds, and
won on forfeit
Green and Rcitinger, who had 12
relaJ's- ' he Purdue r,cla^
Jim
Webers will wrestle the
,,rella* « • « « • to he
137-pounds — Ken Bauske, L a w  and 10 respectively. Brown rolled ?"<*
in 11 p.,int. to pace the Sig Eps.
^ ld at *he Milwaukee Stad.um on heavyweight.
rence decisioned Dick Crowell
Taylor, Bauske, and Anderson
The Phi Taus won their first whvMarcn 8147-pounds — John Anderson,
are all sophomores and they show
in
two
tries
by
ekeing
out
a
hotly
Lawrence pinned Fran Blaise
promise of giving Lawrence points
157-pounds — Pat Curtain, L a w  contested 30-29 victory over the In
in the lower weights. Taylor and
rence pinned Jerry Barich
dependents.
Bauske have both been bothered
167-pounds — Ken Lutz, L a w  The Phi Delts and Delts are
by
injuries that have hampered
locked
In
a
first
place
tie
with
2-0)
The
proposal
to
donate
$1000
to
rence pinned J. Klappmeier
177-pounds — Don Reinicke, L a w  records. The Sig Eps and Phi Taus furnish the memorial alcove in the their workouts some, but it is ex
are tied with 1-1 records. The In- new union was passed by the m e m pected that they both will be at
rence decisioned Doug Toll
Heavyweight —- Jim
Webers, dependents and Betas are in last bers of the student executive com- full strength by Saturday.
Not to much is known about eith
'mittee Monday night.
Lawrence decisioned Ado Hansen with 0-2.
er the Beloit or Marquette teams.
Beloit defeated Marquette last week
and earlier in the season they beat
Ripon 26-5, compared to Lawrence's
29-5 defeat of Ripon. Wrestling at
157 pounds for Beloit will be last
year’s Midwest Conference cham
pion at 155 pounds, Waters. Beloit
has always had good wrestling
teams and there is no reason to
doubt that this year is any differ
ent. The winner of next Tuesday’s
match will undoubtedly be placed
high on the list of those teams
that will finish in the upper brack
et of the Midwest Conference
wrestling meet that will be held at
Alexander gym March 2-3.

SEC Passes Proposal
'For $1,000 Donation

¡i***
r-MaSii>nabIf-1*V>
♦ m i
Beloit will have little
trouble in capturing their sixth consecutive conference championship
this year.
However the Vikes offense has
been developing well in the past
few games and a high scoring
battle with both ballclubs con
tributing plenty of points can be
expected. The Golden Bucs rank
as the nation’s most potent scor
ing aggregation among small col
leges and have surpassed the cen
tury total in point production
three times this year. Beloit has
averaged around 90 points a con
test in Midwest conference tilts.
Bontempts, the loop’s leading
scorer for the past two years will
be ably supported by teammates
Babe Baptist, Bill Kelly, Lou Proc
tor, and Frannie Stahr. Both Bap
tist and Bontempts have averaged
about twenty points a game and
Proctor, Kelly and Stahr have all
been good for 15 or 20 tallies at
various times. Bontempts racked
up 1264 points in his first two
years with the Bucs and should
reach the 1700 mark by next spring.
Beloit uses a full court press
during most of the game and Coach
Sines will need plenty of slick ball
handling from Ronny Myers, Jack
Pribnow, Ronny R am m er and John
Fried if the Vikings are to put up
a battle. Center Sid Ward and M y 
ers have been the top Blue and
White scorers in recent contests.
Lawrence will need scoring help
from everyone in this game. Dick
Olson, Earl Glosser and Dick Swenson all could help the Vikes in the
Beloit battle.
Tomorrow night Lawrence will
face the conference’s number
three team when they meet Cor
Officials were named recently for nell at Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Al__________________
the mixed volleyball
tournament though the Ram s boast of no in
now in progress. The games are dividual star of the Bontemptsheld in the campus gym and are Dunlop variety they should prove
sponsored by the Women's Recrea to be a rough opponent for the
Blue and White visitors. The
tion association.
Officials are Bev Kivell, Lois, Ram s will be lead by 6’ 5” cen
Larson, Betty Beyer, Jean Rey-j ter Lloyd Olmstead, forward Don
nolds, Lucy Norman, Janet Mc- Nelson and guard Bud Dresser.
Conachie, Ingrid Metzler, Barbara A week ago in the Cornell-Ripon
Utzerath, Claranne Frank, Chris game this trio accounted for 67
Lipps, Mary Grubisha, Dot Wil of the Iowan* 92 points. Dresser
was tops with 28.
liams and Jan Weller.
Considering the caliber of Opposi•
•
W R A table tennis winners areltion and the rigors of playing three
Barbara Bear, first; Sally Spring, road games in five nights, Viking
second and Dot Williams, third.'fans should be satisfied with a vic-

WRA News

Return!^ lettermen on the Vike wrestling squod get in «hope for coming meets. They L ^ T b V u .^ W c ir jiii’ Ä
' alt«1Two « S IT wo'uM w ^ln ” “t T “ .
ore Jim Webers, Ken Luti and Pat Curtin.
•the start of the second semester, pleasant surpris«.

Dillon's Team
TravelstoBeloit
For Swim Meet

The Lowrention 7
BeatKohawks
Friday, Jan. 19, 1951
In First Viking Supremacy Cup Results
Conference Win

Skiiers, Ice Fishers
Await February 2-4
by Barry Sisson
The big event awaited these days'Kuest,-r wffl leod "
lce flshin*
is the winter weekend at Rib Moun- brigadc to Lake » ¡ " " ' » a g o «« w * '

Supremacy Cap Standings
eluding varsity points)
Meyers, Ward, Rammer Delta Tau Delta
Phi Delta Theta
Chalk Up Most Points Beta Theta PI
Sigma Phi Epsilon
In 83-63 Victory
Phi Kappa Tau
Last Saturday night the L a w 
Independent

tain in Wausau the weekend of'vell)' beach for pik*' ThirtJ' 8lx
February 2-4. There will be an all student* indicaled a prei' rence toT
this sport at the beginning of the
school skiing tournament to be con
year and kuester says that the trip
ducted at this time on Saturday,
rence basketball team gained an
will be conducted with as little as
February 3 at Wausau. This tour
impressive victory over Coe col
six people. The charge for the bus
nament will consist of down hill
lege by a score of 83 to 63. Coe
Hoping for their second victory of
and slalom championships. A slight wUI " * on,5r tl,1Mn “ nU each way has not won a conference game so
the season, Coach Ade
Dillon’s
entrance fee wUI probably be charg-l The only requirement Is a State far this season and this was L a w 
Lawrence college swim team trav ed to cover the cost of four indi-,of Wisconsin fishing license which
rence’s first conference victory in
els to Beloit next Tuesday to meet vidua 1 trophies to be awarded in can be obtained for $1 for a resithe powerful Bucs. Beloit is prob the m en’s and wom en’s classes. N o ^ en^ Out of state licenses cost $4. three starts. Coe got off to a two
ably the best team in the confer more Ski club trips will be under-1 Instruction in skiing for physical point lead in the opening seconds
ence, and in addition is loaded with taken this semester with the ex-!cducation classes has been offered of the game, but the Vikes quickly
three of the top swimmers in the ception of Calumet park, where a for over a month now with very piled up a very commanding lead
trip m ay be conducted this week- 8 ° ^ success. Eighty-seven students which they held throughout the
league.
are in these classes with game. Sophomore Ronnie Meyers
Beloit’s 100 yard sprint star, Eg- end. Lights have now been estagert, can churn his way through blished on the slope in back of apparent great interest prevailing, sparked the Vikes in the first half
the water fast enough to stop the the new Union, for the convenience,Although the snow conditions have by pouring in 17 points. The first
watch around 55 seconds flat. Eg- of skiers, who should turn them(not been favorable wHhin the last half was marked by streaks of
gert’s time in a meet between Be off when leaving at night. A n y ,week* lessons have continued with sloppy playing on both sides, but
loit and Wisconsin, itself a power member of the Ski club who has raPid advancement for beginners, the half ended with the Vikings on
house, was m fast :55.7. That meet not received his patch as yet may Judging frbm the turnout expected, the impressive side of a 41 to 28
winter weekend, skiing has score.
was Beloit’s first of the season, do so by contacting Peggy Johnson on
taken a strong foothold on the
Lawrence got off to a good start
and although losing 55-29, Eggert at Sage.
in the second half and stayed well
This Sunday, January 21, Harvey sPor^s scene at Lawrence.
won as did star backstroker New
m an and breaststroker Otis.
- i n
,
... . .
N ew m an, Midwest conference 1 5 0 i"0
K08Uf ..P.'aCCd ,hlrd ln
TH A T HANDSOME, CASUAL LOOK
the diving competition.
yard backstroke champ, won the
The outlook for victory against!
BEGINS WITH THE HAIR
200 yard back stroke against the
Beloit depends upon top individual;
Expert Haircuts Given at
Badgers in 2:27.4; and Otis also
performances by Warren, Fergu
posted a top time of 2:25.7 in the
sen, Coleman and the balance of |
200 yard breast stroke.
the squad whose seconds ahd thirds,
129 N. Oneida St
Top races of the day should be
may
decide the outcome.
between Captain Bill Fergusen and

Consider Bucks to be
Best Midwest Team;
Has Three Top Men

AAn

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP

N ew m an , and sophomore Tom W a r
ren and Otis. Warren hasn't open
ed up yet, although he has broken
two records, and with someone like
Otis right alongside him, the Wauwatosa lad m ay come through with
a top performance.
Other members of the Beloit team
who placed against Wisconsin are
Moser, 50 yard free style; Ayer
and Tucker, diving; and Walter,
third in the breast stroke. Beloit’s
crack 400 yard relay team is com
posed of Hesler, Rittenhouse, Al
bright, and Eggert.
Last Saturday the team lost its
first meet of the season to Mil
waukee State Teachers college 4035. Defeat in the final event of
the meet, the 400 yard free style
relay, proved to be the deciding
factor in a nip and tuck meet.
Co-captains George Coleman and
Fergusen won their events as did
Warren. Len Newendorp was third
in the 50 yard free style, and Bud
Inglis and Bud Burnett took sec
ond and third in the 100 yard race.
Jim Prims was second behind
Fergusen in the backstroke, and
John Hollenbeck was third in the

DROP DOWN
For . . .

Pipes and Tobacco
Pocket Books
Magazines
Candy
Jerry Schleis
Book Store
IN APPLETON . . .
IN PERSON . . .
&

J*c^ ? o / ^ rnp“
l/niv®r*

E N JO Y Y O U R C I G A R E T T E ! ...
If you’re not happy with your present
brand ( and a 38-city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Luckies! You’ll
get the happy blending of perfect mild
ness and rich taste that fine tobacco—
and only fine tobacco—can give you.
Rem em ber, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoy
m ent Be H appy—Go Lucky today!

ttlW MUSICAL
T C m a K T K M

M Vi/E 41951

U n « v -

Monday, Feb. 12

LS/MF.T
lucky Strike
Means Rue Tobacco

Appleton
High School Auditorium
3 Shows 7 P.M. & 9:30 P.M.
Reserve Seats $2.40 tax inc.
Gen. Adm. 12.00 tax inc.
Send Remittance — Stamp, Self
Addressed Envelope and State
1st or 2nd Show to . . .

LES GAILLARDS
P. O. Box 621
Appleton, Wisconsin
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C O T « ., T M * A M BftICAM TOB AC C O OOM FAHV

(in*
77«
765
«45
375
125
85

in front of the visitors till ending
as did Ripon the night before with
a 20 point victory margin over the
Kohawks. Sid Ward was outstand
ing at center and dumped in a to
tal of 19 points for the game as
did Ronnie Meyers. Ron R am m er
also played a good game and talli
ed 13 points. Although he played
only in the second half, little Frank
LeBarbera scored 10 points for the
visitors.
*

Sofe-T -Cab
DIAL 4-4555
Single Passenger 25c
Extras 10c
Conway Hotel Lobby

8 T h i Lowrtntion

Friday, Jan. 19, 1951

boyond the ivory tower

u.s. moral weakness threatens
suspend indefranchise to undermine world leadership

from the •ditorial board

Monday afternoon a meeting was called of the 140 independent men
on campus, to determine what should be done concerning their vote on
by Hmrry M. Clor
the student executive committee. Although only 12 men attended the The influx of neo-isolationism in “little faith in the Military.” These America has been quickly translat
meeting, the prospects for independent organization are not completely to American politics is frightening statements indicate a lack of ethi ed into fear and vacillation through
discouraging. Among those at the meeting, active interest was shown, in several respects. It is most dis cal responsibility which is appall out the Western World. But the
and it is entirely possible that here is the nucleus for a group which can couraging as an indication of the ing in men of their position. The irresponsibles are npt to bs im
effectively exercise its right to vote on the SEC. To these people en moral weakness prevalent in a so
widespread response in this coun peded by any such trivialities—they
couragement should be given.
ciety which is called to face the
However, until a system for representation is made effective, we recom gravest responsibilities of its his try to these councils of defeatism grow bolder and louder. They are
mend that the SEC temporarily suspend the independent franchise. tory. The Republican clamor for is even more terrifying. The peo not disturbed by the obvious ab
Such a move would mean simply that before receiving a vote, the removal of Acheson and the Hoov- ple seem to be worn out—they surdity of their position. The same
people who have been violently con
Independents would have to show sufficient Interest to satisfy the SEC,
er-Taft outbursts occurred at a are tired of intellectual and moral demning the Administration for not
but that regaining the franchise would be comparatively easy when such
very delicate and critical moment exertion.
sending enough aid to Chiang-KaiInterest was shown.
in our relations with the rest of This weakness and confusion is
Chek (we only sent him 2Vi bil
already
having
its
repercussions
in
the world.
lions worth) are now demanding
While Acheson was trying to ne Europe. Within the past few weeks
from the editorial board
gotiate Western defense at Brus- the champions of out Atlantic de that we cut off aid to Europe be
sells, Hoover told the world we fense policy have lost ground. In cause she is unable to defend her
can’t afford such defense. While France the political coalition which self! But then—who bothers with
West - European military plans has maintained a strong anti-Com- reason at a time like this?
But aren’t the Tafts and the
grope toward fulfillment, Taft an- munist position has weakened and
We wish to commend the ad- outside of a welcome holiday from nounces that we should not encour- the advocates of European neutral Hoovers our Elder Statesmen?
ministration for dispensing with the'classes the benefit derived was age them to arm and that he has ity have come to the fore. They Haven’t they always been right in
Careers Conference this year, negligable. Perhaps it would be ad-1-------------------- argue for a Europe unattached to the past? Late in 1941 Taft pro
There seems to have been a gen- visable to drop the idea entirely;
either Russia or the United States, claimed that, **It is ridiculous to
eral lack of enthusiasm for the not only for this year but for the
and they advocate the demilitari assume that Japan Japan * will
project among the students, and future as well.
zation and neutralization of Ger attack the United States.” Hoov
er, with similar insight declared
many as a beginning.
Of course, this policy invites the that, “We have nothing to fear from
Russians, but Europeans feel that Germany.”
since continuance of U. S. aid is These are the same muddleheads
In a recent Associated Press re- so uncertain, they have no alter- who tell us that American can’t
lease from Salt Lake City, we not-!native. Even if the administration undertake to defend every square
by glaaner
ed that Axel Lindholm of Scho-|policy remains unchanged, will it inch of European soil — it is a
Some years ago in Egypt there faced, rectangular design from a field, Utah, called upon Salt Lake pass the newly elected Congress? question of sufficient men and guns
firm, name of Euclid and Epictetus,
poiice for help in finding his What will happen to the Atlantic to support our allies in their own
lived a Pharaoh, a great and wise
‘ This is the one! exclaimed the automobile — and his wife, not Pact in the event of a Republi- preparations. And it is a question
Pharaoh. He had an asslstnat, a fi Pharaoh to the vizier. “Build this long ago.
can victory in 1952? Many patrio- of maintaining sufficient retaliatory
ller, who helped him administer one and make it the biggest pyra It seems that Lindholm said he tic Frenchmen and Italians feel power to keep the Russians on the
mid in the world.*'
left his wife sitting in their parked that they cannot take the risk of other side of the Elbe River.
the vast empire of Egypt.
"Hell of a lot of rock," said thejCar about midnight Friday. Then,¡living up solidly against the Soviet | Our resolve to use such retaliaOne bright day, as the sun rose vizier
police said Lindholm tokl them, he Union as long as the people of tory power must be unshakable and
over the temple of Isis, the Phar “ Build it!” exclaimed the Phar
forgot where he parked his car and the United States are themselves subject to no “revision.” This polaoh opened his eyes. Stretching, aoh. striding forth, preceded by his diligent search — on foot — failed so divided.
icy does not guarantee peace, but
he called for his vizier, his break three pages, I, ii, and lii. from the to find it
Thus, political irresponsibility in it gives us at least prospects of it.
chamber.
The dispatch continues: “Police
fast, and his pages three. As he Well, as time went on, the pyra
shortly after noon Saturday found
contemplated the new day. the mid reared up where the lone and |J£‘
’c*;r
^
a downtown
Pharaoh thought of the miasmic level sands stretch far away. Thelgtreet
three
block* from pofuture.
Pharaoh would often visit the site lice headquarters.
“Good morn
and examine the rearing.
“ Mrs. Lindholm was napping on
ing. Pharaoh,”
“ Looks good,” would say the the front seat Awakened, she com
said the vizier
Pharaoh.
mented: ‘I was beginning to worry
as he bounced
“Hell of a lot of rock," would a little bit.* ”
into the cham
say the vizier.
This is a letter from Egan Tru the good so relative that it need
•
•
•
ber.
“ I got to get back to the tab The Honeymoon la over, — Ed.
“ Hlya, vizier.
benbacher,
an exchange student not be good for all people?
lets. You get hot on this rearing,”
It’s a tough job, but I love It.
We will go for
from Germany, who wrote to Mr. I don't want to improve the
would say the Pharaoh, riding forth,
• tour of in
preceded by his three pages, 1, ii,
Hulbert about his stay in the Unit world, naturally, but, In a small
spection
this
and ill. on his camel.
circle. I’d Uke to be one of the
ed States.
morning.”
Then It was finished. Rearing
"Ok. Pharaoh.
“ I imagine that you were disap voices who strive for a better
into the sky where the lone and
The girls in a gym class at Phil
world, in form of a better Inter
What will we
level sands stretch far away, the lips university, Enid, Oklahoma, pointed that I did not write for such national understanding.
inspect?” The
biggest pyramid in the world wait- found themselves in hot water a a long time. But what would I
Of course, also I haven’t done
vizier waited for a moment, then e(j for the Pharaoh, much as he
while back. Eager to try out the have told you a few days after my best yet. Studying keeps one
seeing the Pharaoh sunk in con had waited for it.
swimming pool after the installa
templation of the celling, he left. All the engineers agree the day tion of a new boiler, the girls dived my arrival in Germany? So I wait busy, and many other things and
The Pharaoh rose from his couch, of his death was a dark cold day— in and came up screaming. It ed until I had had more oppor troubles. But I am not alone, I
broke his fast with figs and honey, the day the Pharaoh passed from SCem s that the temperature of the tunities to try my experience in know. Although sometimes, you feel
and anointed his person with the this world. The empire of Egypt water had been set at 110 degrees America on the people over here. depressed when you hear other stu
“ I told my brother all 1 had dents who spent a year in the
assistance of four servants and mourned as the Pharoah was tar
by mistake.
kept In my mind as characteris States, only talking about how to
the scents of the realm. Then, red and linened for his subsequent
clothing his person with vari-color- deification and journey forth into by those of his three pages. 1, ii. tic af the U.S. One thing people get back, and what means they
are hard to convince of over here choose to be back before too long.
ed robes supplied by Jake, royal the Infinite.
and ill, into the chamber in the
tailor by special appointment, the The vizier, of course, made all| center of the whole shebang. When Is that an American Is not just I would like, too, to bome back
Pharaoh strode forth. He was pre the arrangements for the Pharaoh's all the ceremony within the cham- the representative of the business to the U.S. some time, when things
ceded by his three pages, called 1, journey to the pyramid. The chain-'ber was completed, the vizier seal- man. I can say, I was surprised will be better, maybe for a visit.
myself when I came to the States
11. and lii respectively.
_
ber in the center of the whole she-led the chamber and followed the that the Americans are more If everything should be all right
again, I’d like to stay there, too.
Several hours later, the Pharaoh bang was filled with food, drink, denuded procession outside,
Idealista than many a European because I fell in ' love with the
and vizier alighted from their cam- antt ¿he three pages, 1, 11, and ill. As the vizier looked back at the
who often claims to be. For when American spirit and the people
els at a point some distance from U|X>n the day of the final Journey (biggest pyramid in the world rearAmerica sends help to Europe to who carry it. But if today you try
the royal palace.
of the Pharaoh in this vale of tears. ing up where the lone and level
“Nice level place, this,” said the the magnificent procession entered'sands stretch far away, he shook day many people thought that It to think like an idealist only a lit
Pharaoh, digging his toes in t h e l ^ pyramld The'body of the Phar-lhis head slowly and murmured, was pure profit that made her do tle bit, you get the impression you
that in order to make us a col are naive and stupid and living
. . . . .
lartH was carried forth, preceded “ Hell of a lot of rock.”
ony of the U. 8. That’s Just about centuries behind.
“Hell of a level place,” agreed
what I’m fighting against most.
This year around five hundred
the vizier, digging his nails in his
1 depicted the Americans as open students have gone to the United
palm.
minded, helpful, understanding, States. The Americans are constant
“Believe 1*11 build me a pyramid
peaceful, relaxed, casual.
here,“ said the Pharaoh, lighting
ly increasing the number. It’s realPafcllaked every week daring the college year except Tapatlon» fcy Ike Lawr.aMan Hoard of Central * ( U w r r n c * ««II»!*. A | | M r a . Wla.
. . .
Well, I throw before you such jy swell. The more we are, the
a cigar.
Entered m i t e m i claaa miltrr September il. Itl#. at the M » t office at Apple*««,
a funny composition of words, it’s stronger we’U be fighting for a
“That will be nice,” said the Wla..
u n d n the act of March S. ISW. Print** ky t k . Peat raklitkini company. A p 
hard to express. ........................good
But I didn’t only
virier, wondering what a pyramid pleton W ii. Sakacriptien rates art |t.SS par pear. fl.tS par aameitar.
cause.
try
to
tell
them,
I tried to live Economical conditions have im
was.
Edtter-in-ckief....................................................................... ....................... Arkatkaet
according to the good things I found proved quite a bit in Germany
Pkone 4 *9?«
"Yes, I believe I will build a
pyramid right here. A big one. Baai’ieaa manager ........................... ............................................................... ...
McCoy in the States. My experience in since last year. Our industries are
Europe is, that the toughest fight putting out lots of nice and good
Pkoar t
Made of rock with a chamber right
in the center of the whole she L A W B K N T I A N H O A R D O F C O N T B O L —Blckard Blekle. A nna P. Jonea. Harlan §. is the one against stupidity, ignor things: precision articles like mi
Rtrk. Robert M eCay and tka editor.
bang. Almost solid rock!"
ance and prejudice. I talked to my croscopes, telescropes, cameras;
“All" rock?” asked the vizier.
L A W R K N T I A N E D I T O R I A L B O A R D — Joan Arada. Calvin Atwood. George C h a n d  friends, too. to my fellow-students. y0u see the most beautiful stuff
ler. Jehn Uekert. Jayea Herrled. Hermit K niltan, A H Modder. John Nelaen.
“ All rock except the chamber in
And in the evenings I exchange in the show windows in Munich,
Anita Hlggina, Bokert Peterson, Robert Sneed and tke cdltar.
the middle,” said the Pharaoh.
my experience with that of my Astonishingly many people have
Managing Edlter.......
Bokert Petersen
g|,|r|#y Pomeroy, Marlaa Beta, Bekert brother who tells them to his col- got motorbikes, some even little
“ Hell of a lot of rock.” said the
Strand.
R E P O R T E R S : Nell Davldaea. Lela Deicke,
Vizier.
leagues (he's a teacher in a pri- cars (mostly businessmen), the so
Erl. Stekea
M eal. edlter
“Well, I got to get back and Ckandler Harria, Margaret Heyer, Bet- Beportera:
Ckarlea Crowder. Skirl.y B a i vate gymnasium). There are sev- called Volkswagen, if you’ve heard
sign that batch of hieroglyphics. to Klntie, Tofc Kleekn, Virginia M ae
rna tie a
eral kinds of people: The ones who of it. It uses up very little gas.
You mark this place off and get Earlane. Harrlten McDonald, Jakn Ban-[8j>or|f #4||#r ................ william P .r g a a e . agree that the things I told them only about one gallon for some 60
the engineers busy. I want this kel. la dy Sckaller. Sally Teaa. Midge Reporter#! m u Cerny, lakn Preli. Den are good, but can’t be carried kilometers. Only the chasm befinished.*' The Phardbh got aboard Tknac, Sylvia Tippet. Charlea Wataea,
his camel and rode forth, preced Barkara Zierke, Donna Ziaek.
Schwab. Harry 8i**oa.
|traditions. That this isn t true is others who haven’t got it, is still
ed by his three pages, 1, ii. and 111, Phatographer............................. Rill Olaen Cartoeniat . . . Bill Oaerla, win Jonea proved by the fact that there are way too large. It’s the consequence
Copy
edlter
leaving the vizier to stake off the
Carei «•*»"•'n v siness stafp
already many relaxations (if I may of economical liberalism in a Door
site and find out what was a P*r*ngrtSt^a. CaTT.™Bink?k jV.i'nn Sak- *“ ^ * 1
«»aagar Jamea s.mt.r put it so) in our dusty tradition, country. But it's going to adjust
•mid.
lak.
solicitor«: Betty Beyer, Marth. ciav.rtaa. Another kind are the ones that say itself.
The vizier finally found out what Typi.ta: Jeaa oi..., Lola Whitmere.
I
1"i'a'iX«!?1"***’ ******* it not only cannot be carried Well. I will close now wishing
was a pyramid from a Greek work- HaaSitae edit.r .............wetty niu.k Clre-tall#i; ....................................
through, but wouldn’t be any good you Merry Christmas and a Hannv
Ing ^ the royal kitchen, name of ■••«•••
r*rl' y*
“ I .......................... J.eq.eiin. H.rp.i. for us; we are different people. New Year that will bring peace to
Pythagorus. and then he sent out
‘
.
rfclmfc, rt cireautie« atefti carei Anderaen. Enid Argument: First the Americans are all of us.
F.atar. editor.,............Ann Caama.ra ciaaerke. Jan. Oleaa.r, Carei Gede. r Mrnnil»n,
An|„ im-i-..*
invitations for bidding on the de Feature
wrilera: Reerge Ckandler. Helen Mldg. Harr.r, Betty Mltrkell, Jeanalae E|iroPcans<he> only immigratYourS sincerely.
sign. The Pharaoh picked a four Ferwark, Anae Kempaa., Art Madder,; B.ni.r, Jean Beyaaida,
ed into another country. Second, igl
Egan Trubenbacher

praise administration

prattle

post-honeymoon
husband forgets
suffering wife

trubenbacher sends
letter to lawrence

Swimmin' Women
Get Overheated
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